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Smart inventory management can help you improve revenue potential while streamlining how you operate your 
business. Monitor your inventory data regularly by implementing these 7 ways to simplify and streamline—for the 
health of your biggest asset.

7 Ways to Streamline 
Inventory Management

1. Monitor Low Inventory
Check on what items are at risk of stock outs. 
Review the Quantity on Hand (QOH) of your most 
popular items. If these items drop below the 
order point, you’re at risk of running out. 

2. Watch for Excess Inventory
Review QOH against order points in your system. If 
you find QOH that is much greater than order points, 
it’s likely you’re sitting on excess product—and 
dollars. Especially if it’s slow-moving or dead items. 

3. Value Your Inventory Daily
Run an inventory valuation report by department, 
location, or vendor every day to keep track of how 
much cash is tied up in your inventory.

4. Know Your Top Sellers and 
Bottom Dwellers
Run a report at least once a week that ranks 
inventory items by popularity and profitably. 

5. Re-Merchandise Sellers and Dwellers
Make sure merchandising reflects what you learn in 
inventory reports. Prime real estate for top sellers. 
Re-locate and change up displays for dwellers to 
improve “rediscovery” potential. 

6. Use Promotional Pricing to 
Move Inventory
Attract buyers to slow or non-selling items with 
special pricing or add-on discounts when 
purchased with popular items.   

7. Donate Non-Selling Items
Donate non-selling inventory to churches, schools, 
shelters, and other organizations that can put them 
to good use. Keep records of donated inventory for 
potential tax deduction value.  
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Power up Your Inventory
Find out how real-time, mobile access to inventory, as well 
as solutions that span your entire retail business, give you 
the power to deliver a world of better business.
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